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Abstrat
We study avour issues in nonsupersymmetri interseting brane models. Speif-
ially, the purpose of the present paper is twofold: (i) to determine whether realisti
avour strutures an be obtained in these models, and (ii) to establish whether the non-
supersymmetri models address the gauge hierarhy problem. To this end, we nd that
realisti avour strutures, although absent at tree level, an arise even in the simplest
models after eets of 4 fermion instantonindued operators and radiative orretions
have been taken into aount. On the other hand, our analysis of avour hanging neu-
tral urrents (FCNC), eletri dipole moments (EDM), supernova SN1987A and other
onstraints shows that the string sale has to be rather high, 104 TeV. This implies
that non-supersymmetri interseting brane models fae a severe netuning problem.
Finally, we omment on how nontrivial avour strutures an arise in supersymmetri
models.
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1 Introdution
Models with D-branes interseting at angles [1℄ have reeived a great deal of attention
due to their attrative phenomenologial properties [2℄- [17℄. In partiular, they have
the potential to provide a nie geometri explanation of the fermion family repliation
(repeated generations orrespond to multiple D-branes intersetions), the Yukawa ou-
pling hierarhy (Yukawa ouplings depend exponentially on the area spanned by the
brane intersetions), and so on.
Sine supersymmetri models arise only for spei values of intersetion angles,
realisti examples are relatively hard to ome by, and many of the models that have
been proposed are non-supersymmetri. Despite outstanding theoretial issues suh
as stability, non-supersymmetri ongurations are interesting sine they are a stringy
realization of the ADD idea [18℄, with the string sale lying at just a few TeV. This
requires that some of the ompatied dimensions be large, whih an be ahieved in
some brane onstrutions by, for instane, gluing a large volume manifold aessible
to gravity only [11℄. Thus, it seems possible that the gauge hierarhy problem an be
addressed in non-supersymmetri models.
One known shortoming of interseting brane models omes from avour physis,
that is, the Yukawa matries are predited to be fatorizable if the low energy theory
is SM or MSSMlike, e.g.
Yij = aibj . (1)
This is rank one and onsequently only the third generation aquires mass. The result
is not aeted by eld theory renormalization group running. One may therefore be
tempted to dismiss suh models at least as a way of generating a realisti fermion
spetrum.
One of the purposes of this paper is to point out that there is always an additional
soure of avour strutures in non-supersymmetri interseting brane models. This is
the 4 fermion operators indued by string instantons. Their avour struture is not the
same as that of the Yukawa interations in the sense that they annot be diagonalized
simultaneously. Through 1 loop threshold orretions (whih are independent of the
string sale), the 4 fermion operators ontribute to the Yukawa ouplings and destroy
the fatorizability of the Yukawa matries. As a result, a realisti piture of the quark
masses and mixings an emerge. It is important to emphasize that this mehanism
applies to the non-supersymmetri models only due to SUSY non-renormalization the-
orems. For the supersymmetri ase, we point out another plausible mehanism based
on SUSY vertex orretions whose viability requires further study.
Another purpose of this paper is to determine whether interseting brane models
allow for a TeV string sale, for whih we utilize the realisti avour strutures alluded
to above. We employ the salient features of interseting brane models, suh as the
mehanism for family repliation, the presene of extra gauge bosons and so on, to
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obtain onstraints on the string sale. The strongest bounds stem from the FCNC
onstraints whih require the string sale to be no lower than 103 − 104 TeV. Other
onsiderations suh as EDMs, supernova ooling, et. allow for a lower string sale,
O(10) TeV. Taken together, our results indiate that non-supersymmetri interseting
brane models suer from a serious netuning problem and the ADD idea annot be
realized. Supersymmetry or some other solution to ne-tuning is still required for
realisti models. In partiular, we note that the bound of 103 TeV applies for a whole
host of independent avour hanging proesses and it would be impossible to irumvent
all of these bound by adjusting relevant parameters.
The issue of avour physis onstraints on the string sale was studied by two of
us (S.A. and J.S.) in a previous publiation [19℄. That analysis ould be (and indeed
was) ritisized in that there was not at the time a realisti model of avour (due to the
Yukawa fatorization property) that ould be used as a starting point. One might have
argued that whatever mehanism eventually generates avour also aligns ontributions
to the FCNC proesses in suh a way that they are suppressed. One of the points of
the present work is to investigate whether suh an alignment ould our. Here we nd
no evidene for it, and, on the ontrary, establish that the bounds beome signiantly
stronger than those presented in Ref. [19℄.
The fat that the FCNC onstraints beome stronger (ompared to those of Ref. [19℄)
one the avour model is speied is natural and an be explained as follows. The lower
bound on the string sale in Ref. [19℄ was derived by varying the string sale as a funtion
of the ompatiation sale. This was an absolute bound therefore: if we optimize the
ompatiation sale to redue FCNC, what is the minimum string sale that we an
get away with? However, the ompatiation sales at the optimized ompatiation
sale are typially not very realisti for gauge or Yukawa ouplings beause they are
rather large, and large ompatiation sales tend to dilute the ouplings with either
large world volumes or large instanton ations. Hene, with a full model of avour
there is no longer any freedom to adjust ompatiation sales to redue FCNC. The
present work an be regarded as deriving the typial onstraints in a realisti avour
model whih, aording to the argument above, should be stronger than the ones we
obtained earlier.
In the following setion, we begin by disussing ontat interations in interseting
brane models, and show that threshold eets an lead to a reasonable model of avour.
This 1loop alulation will be done in a eld theoretial manner, by using the avour
hanging tree-level 4 point interation (derived in string theory) as an eetive vertex.
In priniple, a full string alulation of the threshold eets is possible as well [20℄ but
this will be left to future work. Following this, we will derive the FCNC onstraints and
nd that they are enhaned over the absolute bounds in Ref. [19℄. We then turn to non
FCNC onstraints, i.e. EDM, astrophysial, LEP onsraints on ontat interations and
onstraints on the ρ parameter. In all ases, they are subdominant, and the FCNC
onstraints (in partiular, those from the Kaon system, but also the B and D mesons)
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= +
Yij ai bj δij
Figure 1: Threshold orretion to Yukawa ouplings. The blak dot in the loop diagram
represents a hirality hanging four fermion amplitude.
are paramount. Nevertheless, they provide additional support for the statement that
TeVsale interseting brane models are highly unlikely. It may be possible to ne-tune
away one or a few undesirable eets, but it is surely impossible to ne-tune away all
of them.
2 Realisti avour strutures from ontat terms
In this setion, we shall ollet the omponents we need from the string theory alula-
tions of amplitudes. In partiular, as well as the tree-level Yukawa oupling interations,
we will need avour strutures to be introdued via four point ouplings whih are al-
ways present in this lass of models. As we shall see, this naturally irumvents the
trivial Yukawa (Eq.1) problem and provides a working model of avour. The relevant
diagram, shown in gure 1, generates a threshold orretion to the Yukawa oupling
struture. The blob in the loop diagram is the tree-level four fermion avour hanging
oupling, oming with a fator of 1/M2S , whih an be alulated in string theory. The
dimensionless Yukawa ouplings get a signiant (but loopsuppressed) ontribution
from this threshold orretion if the eetive ut-o in the loop momentum is similar
to MS , as is natural. In supersymmetri theories, there are two ontributions, with
fermions and bosons in the loop whih anel eah other. In nonsupersymmetri the-
ories, this is not the ase. For our purposes, it is suient to estimate this eet in
eld theory using a hard ut-o although a string theory alulation is also possible.
(We shall disuss the proedure for performing the string alulation later.) What is
important for us is that the threshold orretion has a nonfatorizable form,
Yij = aibj + δij . (2)
Then, although the eet is loopsuppressed, it redistributes the large Yukawa ou-
pling of the third generation and generates relatively small masses (as well as mixings)
for the lighter generations.
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The desired ontat interations also ontribute to the avour hanging proesses.
However, their ontributions are suppressed by a fator of 1/M2S . Consequently, the
FCNC eets deouple (unlike the threshold orretions) as the string sale is raised,
and these interations plae a onstraint of the string sale itself, as already seen in
Ref. [19℄.
The ontat interation that will be of major importane is the four fermion intera-
tion (qq)(qq) whih an in eld theory be indued by a Higgs boson exhange. In string
theory, these interations an be muh enhaned over the usual eld theory amplitude
suppressed by two Yukawa ouplings. The key point an be summarized as follows. It is
often assumed that, one the Yukawas have been determined from the non-perturbative
"instanton" ontribution, all other interations an be understood perturbatively at the
level of eetive eld theory. This assumption is inorret if the string sale is low. In
partiular, for ontat interations generated by a Higgs boson exhange, in eld theory,
the amplitude is naturally proportional to the produt of two Yukawa ouplings. In
string theory, this is not neessarily the ase. As we shall see, the s- or t-hannel Higgs
exhange is extrated from the four fermion amplitude as a "double instanton" ontri-
bution (i.e. one instanton for eah Yukawa oupling). However, the same 4 fermion
operator may be generated by a single irreduible instanton, without going through
the Higgs vertex. The orresponding amplitude will dominate if the single instanton
ation is signiantly smaller than the double instanton ation, i.e. if the area swept
by propagating open strings is minimal for the former. This eet an be used to plae
strong onstraints on MS from observables suh as eletri dipole moments whih are
normally Yukawasuppressed and plays a signiant role in our disussion.
Let us now turn to the model. To be spei, we shall onentrate on the type
of set-up shown in gure 2, rst introdued in Ref. [21℄. The gauge groups live on
staks of D6 branes, eah of whih wraps a 3 one-yles in T2 × T2 × T2. Although
this set-up is not fully realisti, it aptures all the features of the relevant ontributions
to FCNC and Yukawa ouplings. More realisti ongurations typially involve D5
and D4 branes (so that the transverse volumes an allow a low string sale without
diluting the gauge ouplings too muh) and typially orientifolds. The eet of the
latter is to introdue mirror branes. However, the interations for strings that end on
mirror branes are no dierent to those for strings on the original branes. At most,
orientifolding hanges gauge groups but makes no dierene to the alulation of the 4
point ouplings. What does hange with orientifolding is the sums over ontributions
from multiply wrapped worldsheets. However, these ontributions are exponentially
suppressed and the alulation of leading terms is the same as that for at non-ompat
spae anyway. The situation with D4 and D5 branes an be trivially derived from the
D6 brane ase by simply swithing o irrelevant ontributions to the lassial instanton
ation. (The quantum part generalizes easily but as we have said plays a minor role in
this disussion.)
In the model of interest, we have four staks of branes alled baryoni (a), left (b),
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Figure 2: Brane onguration in a model of D6-branes interseting at angles. The leptoni
setor is not presented here while the baryoni, left, right branes and orientifold image
of the right brane are the dark solid, faint solid, dashed and dotted lines, respetively.
The intersetions orresponding to the quark doublets (i = −1, 0, 1), up type singlets (j =
−1, 0, 1) and down type singlets (j∗ = −1, 0, 1) are denoted by an empty irle, full irle
and a ross, respetively. All distanes are measured in units of 2πR with R being the
orresponding radius (exept ǫ˜(3) whih is measured in units of 6πR).
right () and leptoni (d), whih give rise to the gauge groups U(3) ∼ SU(3) × U(1)a,
SU(2) 1, U(1)c and U(1)d, respetively. The matter elds live at the intersetions
of the branes and transform as the bi-fundamental representation of the orresponding
groups, so that, for example, the open strings strethed between the U(3) brane and the
SU(2) brane have (3,2) quantum numbers and hene are left handed quarks, the Higgs
elds live at the intersetion of the SU(2) and U(1) branes and so on. Yukawa ouplings
orrespond to the emission of an open string mode at, say, the Higgs intersetion whih
then travels to the opposing orners of a "Yukawa triangle". This is a non-perturbative
proess alulable with the help of onformal eld theory tehniques, as has reently
been done in Refs. [2224℄. As one might expet, the amplitude is dominated by an
exponential of the lassial ation. For 3 point (Yukawa) interations, the ation turns
out to be equal to the sum of the areas of the triangles projeted in eah sub-torus.
Thus,
Y ∼ e−Scl ∼ e−
∑
i
Areai
2piα′
where i = 1..3 labels the 2-tori and α′ is the string tension.
For the four (and higher) point ouplings, there is no suh presription for extrating
the ontribution to the lassial ation, exept for some simple ases [24℄. Speially,
for an N -point funtion, only if the N -sided polygons in eah sub-torus are either zero
1
This partiular model uses the orientifold projetion to obtain the gauge group USp(2) ∼ SU(2) instead
of the usual U(2), see Ref. [21℄.
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Figure 3: Generi 4 point string sattering diagram.
or the same (up to an overall saling), is the lassial ation the sum of the projeted
areas. Otherwise fatorizability is lost. We shall see this expliitly in the ase of the
four point funtions. We will also observe that the 4 point diagram with a Higgs
intersetion redues to the s- or t-hannel Higgs exhange.
2.1 Generalities of the 4 point funtion alulation
In order to be ompletely general, we will onsider the four fermion sattering amplitude
in ases where independent branes interset at arbitrary angles (bearing in mind that
there an be three independent angles for q¯ql¯l type diagrams). We need to determine
the instanton ontribution shown in gure 3. If the four interseting branes form the
boundary of a onvex 4-sided polygon, with interior angles ϑi (in the units of π), then
4∑
i=1
ϑi = 2. (3)
The leading ontribution to the amplitude omes from the ation with least area, whih
is the same in toroidal or planar ases. Due to our hoie of the ompatiation mani-
fold T 2×T 2×T 2, the amplitude an be fatorized into a produt of three ontributions,
one from eah of the three sub-torus fators.
Denoting the spaetime oordinates for a partiular sub-torus by X = X1+iX2 and
X¯ = X1 − iX2. The bosoni eld X an be represented as a sum of a lassial piee,
Xcl, and a quantum utuation, Xqu. The amplitude then fatorizes into lassial and
quantum omponents,
Z =
∑
〈Xcl〉
e−SclZqu, (4)
where
Scl =
1
4πα′
∫
d2z (∂Xcl∂¯X¯cl + ∂¯Xcl∂X¯cl). (5)
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Figure 4: t-hannel Higgs exhange as a double instanton.
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Here α′ denotes the string tension. For our purposes, only the lassial part of the
amplitude, whih takes aount of the string instantons, is important. Xcl must satisfy
the string equations of motion and possess the orret asymptoti behaviour near the
polygon verties (i.e. it has to t in the vertex). The task of nding the solutions
that meet these riteria forms a large part of the analyses in Refs. [2224℄. Having
found the orret lassial solutions Xcl, one then alulates the orresponding ation.
The Eulidian ation leads to the well known areasuppression in the amplitude, as
expeted from instanton onsiderations.
A more detailed disussion of the alulation of the 4 point funtion are provided in
the appendies. An important hek is that the double instanton alulation agrees with
the eld theory result. In partiular, the interation (u¯u)(e¯e) produed by ombining
the two Yukawa interations as in Fig.4 goes as
YuYe
t−M2H
,
whih is nothing but the eld theory t-hannel Higgs exhange, or the s-hannel equiv-
alent. However, as mentioned earlier, there are important stringy ontributions to the
same proesses that have no eld theory equivalent, and whih are important soures
of avour hanging. It is to these that we now turn.
2.2 Four point interations and a model for Yukawa ma-
tries
In string theory, some ontat interations an be generated without exhanging the
Higgs. They are indued by a single instanton with no eld theory pole (i.e. no brane
intersetion). It is important to note that suh amplitudes an be signiantly larger
8
Figure 5: Irreduible instanton ontribution to 4 fermion operators.
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than the eld theory ontributions if the string sale is low. This is beause the Higgs
exhange involves the produt of two Yukawa ouplings. It is dominant if the leading
diagram has one brane on either side of the intersetion at whih the Higgs is loated.
But if, for example, both the SU(3) and lepton branes are lying on the same side of
the Higgs intersetion, as in Fig.(5), the ontribution to q¯LqR → e¯LeR goes roughly
as Ye/Yu and an be signiantly enhaned for low string sales
2
. In the (unrealisti)
limit that the lepton brane is lying on top of the SU(3) brane in all T2 tori, there
is no Yukawa suppression at all in this proess. Note, however, that there should be
an overall stringy suppression as there is no eld theory limit and, therefore, no pole.
Thus, one expets a ontribution of the type
Ye/Yu
M2S
.
Let us now onsider the tree level Yukawa struture in the set-up of Fig.2. In this
onguration, the generation number for the lefthanded speies varies in one of the
T 2 sub-tori, while that for the righthanded speies varies in some other sub-torus.
We will refer to these tori as the left and right tori, respetively. Sine the string
ation is a sum of the T 2projeted areas, the Yukawa oupling ontains a fator that
depends on the left generation number only and another fator depending on the
right generation number,
(Yq)ij = aibj . (6)
This leads to two massless eigenstates, whih is the trivial Yukawa problem alluded
to earlier. Clearly, the ontat interations generated by a Higgs exhange are also
2
This is at the moment a heuristi argument; the Yukawa ouplings are really matries and, as we shall
see, the generi 4 point instanton oupling does not simply reprodue an inverse Yukawa oupling.
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fatorizable sine they are proportional to a produt of the Yukawa ouplings. However,
generially the stringy 4 point ouplings indue terms that do not fatorize. This will be
important for us sine a nonfatorizable orretion to a fatorizable struture generally
makes all of the eigenstates massive. This is in ontrast to a fatorizable orretion,
(Yq)ij = aibj + cidj , in whih ase one of the eigenstates remains massless (this is
easily seen by noting that any vetor orthogonal to bj and dj will be annihilated by
Yij). In this ase one would need an additional (third) orretion of a dierent form. In
fat, this situation ours when the orretions to the Yukawa ouplings are generated
by the KaluzaKlein mode exhange (whih have a nontrivial avour struture due
to a generationdependent oupling to KK modes of the gauge bosons [25℄). Here
we onentrate on the stringy instanton ontributions in whih ase realisti avour
strutures an be obtained.
Let us proeed by onsidering rst a simple ase when the relevant intersetion
quadrangle has a nonzero projetion in one of the T 2 sub-tori only. By hirality
onsiderations, in order to indue a orretion to the Yukawa oupling, we need an
operator of the type (qLiqRj )(qRj′ qLi′ ) in Fig.(6), whih we disuss in more detail in
Se.4.3. The orresponding ontribution to the (qLiqRj)(qRj′ qLi′ ) amplitude involves
[24℄ (see also the appendies)
Scl =
1
2πα′
(
sinπϑ1 sinπϑ4
sin(πϑ1 + πϑ4)
v214
2
+
sinπϑ2 sinπϑ3
sin(πϑ2 + πϑ3)
v223
2
)
. (7)
Here ϑi are the angles and v14, v23 are the sides of the quadrangle. Noting that sin(πϑ2+
πϑ3) = − sin(πϑ1 + πϑ4), one may verify that this is simply the area/2πα′ of the four
sided polygon. If the generation number i of the lefthanded quarks varies in this
sub-torus, while that of the righthanded quarks j varies in an orthogonal torus, the
result is independent of j and the amplitude is proportional to Yij/Yi′j = ai/ai′ . This
means that the 4 point funtion fatorizes into a lefthanded piee times a right
handed piee. Fatorizability is also found in the degenerate ase when the polygons
in eah T2 torus are equivalent up to an overall saling. This is beause the ation is
again simply the sum of the projeted areas.
In a more general situation, the lassial ation is no longer given by the sum of
the projeted areas. This is due to the presene of two oniting ontributions in the
ation suh that its minimization does not produe a fatorizable result. Consider the
simplest non-trivial ase, whih is when the angles are the same for eah sub-torus but
the lengths vkl dier. As we are interested in the operator (qLiqRj )(qRj′ qLi′ ), we have
only two independent angles and ϑ1 = 1 − ϑ2 and ϑ4 = 1 − ϑ3. As we show in the
appendies, the ontribution to the oupling is dominated by a saddle point where the
ation in minimized. This gives [24℄
Scl =
1
4πα′
sinπϑ2 sinπϑ3
sin(πϑ2 + πϑ3)
√∑
m
(vm23 − vm14)2
∑
n
(vn23 + v
n
14)
2 , (8)
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Figure 6: Chirality and avour hanging four fermion string amplitude. The orresponding
polygons are generally nonplanar, even for i = l. See also Fig.(2).
qLi
qRj
qLl
qRk
where m,n label the three sub-tori. Only for the trivial or degenerate ases desribed
above does e−Scl fatorize into a lefthanded and a righthanded piees. This non
fatorizability propagates into the Yukawa matries through loop orretions.
Consider the model of Fig.2. For simpliity, we assume a ommon ratio of vertial
to horizontal radii in the seond and third tori: R
(2)
2 /R
(2)
1 = R
(3)
2 /R
(3)
1 ≡ χ, where R(I)1,2
are the horizontal and vertial radii, respetively, of the I−th torus. The fat that
the left and right branes are at right angles in the seond and third tori and that the
operator we are interested in is (q¯LiqRj )(q¯Rj′ qLi′ ) leaves us with just one independent
angle for all of the amplitudes, namely θ
(2)
ab =
1
2 − θ
(2)
ac = θ
(3)
ac =
1
2 − θ
(3)
ab ≡ σ =
1
π tan
−1(3χ). The loation of the branes is parameterized by ǫ2, ǫ3 and ǫ˜3 as shown
in Fig.2. There are two dierent types of diagrams that an ontribute, depending on
whether there is a rossing of the branes, so that the area swept out by propagating
strings is formed by two triangles joined by the Higgs vertex, or there is no rossing, so
that the relevant area is a onvex four-sided polygon. If the areas in the two sub-tori are
of the same kind, the orresponding ation an be minimized analytially. For diagrams
with a rossing, the result is proportional to the Yukawa ouplings and no new avour
struture emerges. For diagrams without a rossing, the ation is given by Eq.(8)
and the orresponding orretion to the Yukawa vertex is nonfatorizable. The mixed
ase, rossing in one torus and non-rossing in the other, is more involved, depending on
whih subtorus gives a dominant ontribution to the ation. If it is the non-rossing
one, then the amplitude still fatorizes, although it is no longer proportional to the
Yukawa ouplings (or the projeted areas). It introdues new non-trivial, although
fatorizable, avour struture. On the other hand, if the rossing diagram dominates,
again a non-fatorizable orretion is found.
This new avour struture appearing in the hirality hanging four-fermion ampli-
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tude will propagate through radiative orretions to the Yukawa ouplings. Using this
amplitude as an eetive vertex, we an estimate the one loop threshold orretion to
the Yukawa ouplings, leading to a generi form
Yij ≈ aibj + α
π
ALRijklakbl, (9)
where ALRijkl is the oeient of the operator q¯LiqRj q¯RkqLl and α/π represents a loop
suppression.
This form ensures a natural hierarhy between the third and the rst two families,
with their masses generated at tree and one loop level, respetively. In order to get
some intuition about the hierarhial struture of the rst two families, it is useful to
onsider the limit in whih the new ontribution almost fatorizes (reall that there
are fatorizable orretions that are not proportional to the Yukawa ouplings) with a
small non-fatorizable orretion
Y u,dij = aib
u,d
j +
α
π
(
cid
u,d
j + ǫC˜
u,d LR
ij
)
, (10)
where ǫ measures departure from fatorization in the hirality hanging four-fermion
amplitude. In the limit ǫ → 0, there is a massless state sine there exists a 3D vetor
orthogonal to bj and dj and therefore annihilated by Yij . The matries Y
u,d
ij an be
diagonalized perturbatively leading to the following values of the diagonal Yukawa
ouplings
Y u,d1 =
α
π
ǫµu,d11 , Y
u,d
2 =
α
π
µu,d1 , Y
u,d
3 = |a||bu,d|, (11)
and the mixings
V CKM12 =ǫ
[µd12
µd1
− µ
u
12
µu1
]
,
V CKM13 =
α
π
ǫ
1
|a|
[µu12µu2/µu1 − µu13
|bu| −
µu12µ
d
2/µ
u
1 − µd13
|bd|
]
,
V CKM23 =
α
π
1
|a|
[ µd2
|bd| −
µu2
|bu|
]
.
Here µu,di and µ
u,d
ij are order one funtions of ai, bi, ci, di and C˜
LR
ij . The hierarhial
pattern of quark masses and mixing angles found in nature [26℄
mu ∼ 3× 10−3 GeV, mc ∼ 1.2 GeV, mt ∼ 174 GeV,
md ∼ 7× 10−3 GeV, ms ∼ 0.12 GeV, mb ∼ 4.2 GeV, (12)
V12 ∼ 0.22, V13 ∼ 0.0035, V23 ∼ 0.04,
12
an be explained by a hierarhy in the expansion oeients, α and ǫ. In fat, reasonable
values for all experimental data in Eq.(12) an be obtained with
α
π
∼ 10−2, ǫ ∼ 0.1, (13)
exept for the up quark for whih some amount of anellation seems neessary.
In the model of Fig.2 things are a bit more involved, but a reasonable estimate
an still be obtained. Keeping the ratio of the vertial to horizontal radii the same
in the seond and third tori (i.e. just one χ), the same N = 1 supersymmetry is
preserved at all the intersetions. In that ase, the threshold orretion from the four
point amplitude vanishes due to non-renormalization theorems. As we shall see in the
next setions, there are still soures of non-trivial Yukawa matries even in that ase.
Consider now χ2 6= χ3. The relevant parameters determining the avour struture are
then the horizontal radii of the seond and third tori, R
(2,3)
1 , the vertial to horizontal
radii ratios, χ2,3 and the loations of the branes parameterized by ǫ2, ǫ3 and ǫ˜3 (see
Fig. 2). Complex phases appear due to the Wilson lines or the antisymmetri bakgroud
eld [21℄. These are however irrelevant for the tree level Yukawa ouplings sine the
fatorization makes it possible to rephase them away. Non-trivial bakgrounds also
generate omplex phases in the four-fermion amplitudes whih then propagate through
the threshold eets to the Yukawa ouplings. We estimate their eets by adding
random order one phases to the dierent entries of the amplitudes. The nal parameter
neessary to ompute the quark masses is the ratio of the two Higgs VEVs, tan β. For
the following values of the parameters (dimensionful parameters are in string units)
R
(2)
1 = 1.1, R
(3)
1 = 1.15, χ2 = 1.24, χ3 = 0.94,
ǫ2 = 0.121, ǫ3 = 0.211, ǫ˜3 = 0.068, tan β = 20, (14)
the spetrum of quark masses and mixing angles is reprodued with reasonable auray
(reall a fator of a few unertainty in the light quark masses):
mu ∼ 4× 10−3 GeV, mc ∼ 1.8 GeV, mt ∼ 176 GeV,
md ∼ 4× 10−3 GeV, ms ∼ 0.04 GeV, mb ∼ 8 GeV, (15)
V12 ∼ 0.22, V13 ∼ 0.003, V23 ∼ 0.02, J = O(10−5),
where we have inluded a global normalization fator 0.95 in the Yukawa ouplings.
Although the mathing is not perfet, the point here is that a semirealisti pattern of
fermion masses and mixing angles arises one the non-trivial avour struture at one
loop is taken into aount. The rotation matries dened by
L†u,dYu,dRu,d = Y
diag
u,d (16)
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take the following values:
|Lu| =
 0.12 0.84 0.530.003 0.54 0.84
0.99 0.10 0.07
 , Arg(Lu) =
−3.14 3.13 −3.12−2.50 −0.02 −3.13
0 π π
 , (17)
|Ru| =
0.10 0.40 0.910.43 0.82 0.37
0.90 0.40 0.17
 , Arg(Ru) =
−2.74 −0.24 −3.131.60 2.79 −3.12
−0.97 −2.82 −3.14
 , (18)
|Ld| =
0.13 0.83 0.540.12 0.53 0.84
0.98 0.17 0.07
 , Arg(Ld) =
−1.47 1.94 −3.132.38 −1.23 −3.14
0 0 π
 , (19)
and
|Rd| =
0.43 0.64 0.630.31 0.56 0.77
0.84 0.52 0.10
 , Arg(Rd) =
 2.50 1.98 −3.13−0.34 −1.28 −3.14
−1.62 0.84 −3.13
 . (20)
These are the matries we will use in the following setions to derive the FCNC bounds.
Their eet (at least in our example) is nontrivial as they have signiant odiagonal
entries and thus annot be approximated by a small angle rotation matrix.
Finally, we note that if the low energy theory is desribed neither by the SM nor
by the MSSM type model, nontrivial avour strutures an appear at tree level. For
example, a model with 6 Higgs doublets has been studied in Ref. [27℄ and has been
shown to generate a realisti spetrum.
2.3 One loop Yukawa thresholds in string theory
Here we have not attempted to alulate the 1loop thresholds diretly in string theory,
whih we defer until a subsequent publiation. But there are a number of omments to
make in this regard. In partiular, it is interesting to see how the non-renormalization
theorem appears in the string alulation.
The relevant diagrams are shown in gure 7. The annulus diagram has three ver-
tex operators inserted on one boundary orresponding to the H,Q,U elds. These
operators inlude bosoni twist elds whose job is to take the end of one string and
move it from one brane to the next. The diagram therefore orresponds to the physial
situation shown, where we have a string strethed between two branes. When we keep
one end (B) xed on some brane and move the opposing end (A) around the Yukawa
triangle, we generate the three states appearing in the Yukawa oupling. The end (B)
remains on the same brane and forms the inside edge of the annulus. It an be attahed
to any brane, although ontributions from branes at large distane from the Yukawa
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Figure 7: Threshold orretion to Yukawa ouplings in string theory. The string diagram
is an annulus with three twist verties on the external boundary. In the target spae,
the diagram orresponds to taking an open string strethed between two branes as shown,
and moving one end around the Yukawa triangle. Various limits orrespond to either the
eld theory threshold diagram with a four point operator inserted or the usual eld theory
renormalization diagrams. The wave funtion renormalization should be all that remains in
supersymmetri ongurations.
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triangle are suppressed by instanton ontributions. From a eld theory point of view
these would orrespond to heavy strethed string states propagating in the loop. The
diagram shows the ase where end B is on the SU(3) brane where the elds propagating
in the loop are quarks and gluons. If B is on the SU(2) brane, then the elds in the
loop are the W boson, Higgs and left-handed quark. Note that the W boson is an
untwisted state so that one would expet a sum over W Kaluza-Klein modes from
these diagrams.
There are dierent eld theory limits that one an take when evaluating the instan-
ton ation, whih are also shown in the gure. Labelling the positions of the verties on
the boundary as xH , xQ, xU , the one loop eld theory diagrams shown are extrated
in the limit xQ → xU (Note that only one of these is xed by residual symmetry).
We then have two possibilities. The rst ase orresponds to an instanton four point
vertex and a Yukawa oupling. (The area swept out by the instanton world-sheet will
be roughly the large triangle whih is the sum of the small triangle and the four point
area, so heuristially this makes sense. In e−Scl we would expet to get a produt of
the two ouplings.)
The seond ase ours when the A endpoint travels through the Higgs interse-
tion sweeping out three Yukawa triangles (or something approximating that). This
orresponds to the standard Yukawa oupling renormalization.
The threshold ontributions should deouple in supersymmetri theories, where only
the eld renormalization ontributions are present by the non-renormalization theorem.
The anellation omes from a prefator in the Yukawa ouplings. The prefator is found
by fatorizing the amplitude on the one loop partition funtion when all the verties
ome together. In this limit one is left with the partition funtion on the annulus with
ends on the two relevant branes. If these branes are tilted then supersymmetry an
be ompletely broken, otherwise the prefator vanishes by the abstruse identity if the
branes are parallel. In this way we an see that in order to get a non-zero threshold in
ases where the visible states preserve N = 1 supersymmetry, requires the interior of
the annulus (end B) to be on a hidden brane. The threshold ontributions will therefore
ome only from non-susy diagrams that involve states strethed between visible setor
branes and the susy breaking hidden branes.
In the N = 1 ase, one has to be a little more areful beause not all ontributions
vanish, and those infra-red divergenes that orrespond to eld renormalization should
remain. This behaviour has to do with the Higgs pole term whih is present for the
eld renormalization terms but not for the threshold terms. One expets (although
this has to be heked) that the only non-vanishing ontributions to these diagrams in
supersymmetri theories are proportional to a fator t−m2, so that, on mass-shell, the
only non-vanishing piees are those with a Higgs pole.
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3 Remarks on avour in supersymmetri models
We have shown that rih avour strutures arise in nonsupersymmetri interseting
brane models at loop level. However, as we saw in the previous setion, these arguments
do not apply to globally supersymmetri models. This is due to nonrenormalization of
the N=1 superpotential whih fores any threshold orretions to the Yukawa ouplings
to be suppressed by m2SUSY/M
2
S , where mSUSY is the soft breaking mass. The resulting
quark masses are far too small. Also, we note that the brane intersetion angles are
xed by supersymmetry, so there is less freedom in hoosing the desired parameters.
Nevertheless, there is an additional soure of avour strutures in supersymmetri
models. In string theory, the soft breaking Aterms, although related to the Yukawas,
generally have a dierent avour pattern. This property is desirable from the phe-
nomenologial perspetive and allows one to derive onstraints on models of avour
and/or SUSY breaking [28℄. Speially, spontaneous breaking of supergravity re-
quires [29℄
Aαβγ = F
m
[
Kˆm + ∂m lnYαβγ − ∂m ln(K˜αK˜βK˜γ)
]
. (21)
Here the Latin indies refer to the hidden setor elds, while the Greek indies refer
to the observable elds; the Kähler potential is expanded in observable elds as K =
Kˆ + K˜α|Cα|2 + ... and Kˆm ≡ ∂mKˆ. The sum in m runs over SUSY breaking elds.
The index onvention is YH1QiDj ≡ Y dij and so on. The soft trilinear parameters enter
in the soft breaking Lagrangian as
∆Lsoft = −1
6
AαβγYαβγC
αCβCγ . (22)
An analysis of SUSY soft breaking terms in interseting brane models has reently been
performed in [17℄.
What is important for us is that the Aterms are always avourdependent unless
the moduli entering the Yukawa ouplings do not break supersymmetry [28℄,
∆Aij = F
m∂m ln(aibj) , (23)
where Yij = aibj . The Yukawa ouplings depend, rst of all, on the ompatiation
radii, so the relevant moduli are the Tmoduli. These generally break SUSY (unless
a speial Goldstino angle is realized). As a result, the soft breaking Lagrangian will
ontain a new avour struture, not proportional to the original Yukawa matries,
∆Lsoft ∼ const
∑
ij
aibj(ci + dj) q˜
∗
Li q˜RjH + ... (24)
The SUSY vertex orretions to the Yukawa interations modify the tree level quark
masses and mixings [30℄. In partiular, the gluino mediated diagram of Fig.8 generates
a orretion
Yij = aibj + ǫ aibj(ci + dj) + ... (25)
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Figure 8: SUSY orretion to the Yukawa oupling.
H
q˜i q˜j
g˜qi qj
and analogously for the hargino and neutralino ontributions. Note that this ontribu-
tion does not deouple as the string sale or the soft breaking sale is raised. Here we
have assumed universal masses for the sfermions in the loop. Corretions of this form
indue masses for the seond generation sine there is only one 3D vetor orthogonal
to both bj and bjdj orresponding to a massless eigenstate. More sophistiated ontri-
butions (whih inlude the RG running of the soft masses in the loop) an make all of
the eigenstates massive. Whether this mehanism indeed leads to a realisti spetrum
requires a separate study.
4 Constraints from avour and CP physis
In this setion, we analyze onstraints on the string sale due to avour and CP physis.
The main point is that the mehanism of family repliation in interseting brane models
leads to the existene of a large lass of four fermion avour and CP violating operators.
These are suppressed by the string sale squared suh that the experimental onstraints
an be interpreted as onstraints on the string sale. In what follows, we rst onsider
avour violating proesses and then turn to the avour onserving CPviolating ob-
servables, the EDMs.
4.1 FCNC bounds
Instantonindued 4 point amplitudes have allowed us to obtain a realisti pattern of
fermion masses and mixing angles even in the simplest models with interseting branes.
They also ontribute to tree level avour violating transitions that are muh suppressed
in the Standard Model and extremely well onstrained by experiment. Some of them (in
partiular, hirality onserving operators of Fig.9) along with FCNC generated by the
exhange of gauge boson KK modes were onsidered in Ref. [19℄. It was observed that
the two soures of FCNC are complementary in their dependene on the ompatia-
tion radii, suh that an absolute bound MS & 100 TeV an be obtained independently
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Figure 9: Chiralitypreserving avour hanging string amplitude. See also Fig.(2).
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of the size of the extra dimensions. As we have emphasized in the introdution, this
bound an only be treated as an estimate given the fat that a realisti theory of avour
was absent at that time. Now that we have one at our disposal we an make more re-
liable preditions in avour physis and derive robust bounds on the string sale. Our
mehanism of generating avour strutures xes the ompatiation radii to be of or-
der the string length beause, in order to get enough avour at one loop, the tree level
Yukawa matries must have relatively large entries. As a result, the bounds we obtain
now are stronger than those derived previously.
It should be noted that the bounds from avour physis generally depend on the
avour model. In partiular, we have sueeded in generating realisti avour stru-
tures from instantonindued operators. One may also attempt to derive these from
avourdependent quark ouplings to the gauge KK modes whih are important for
large ompatiation radii. In this ase the tree level Yukawa matries are strongly
hierarhial. We nd that the orresponding avour strutures are quite restritive and
a realisti spetrum annot be obtained (at least at one loop).
In this subsetion, we disuss the most important avour violating observables and
the onstraints they impose. We losely follow the analysis of Ref. [31℄, where a phe-
nomenologial study of models with a avour non-universal extra U(1) was performed.
The eet of the Z ′ exhange is mimiked by string instantons in our model. The four-
fermion amplitudes are denoted by Aχ1χ2ijkl , where χ1,2 are the hiralities of the amplitude
and i, j, k, l are the generation indies. As the alulation is performed in the physial
basis, we have to inlude the relevant rotation matries. For instane, the left-left
amplitude with four up type quarks reads
ALLuaubucud =
∑
ijkl
ALLuiujukul(L
†
u)ai(Lu)jb(L
†
u)ck(Lu)ld, (26)
where a, b, c, d are avour indies and Lu is dened by (16). A similar expression holds
for the other amplitudes.
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We start our disussion with observables in the quark setor whih we alulate using
the rotation matries (17). Leptoni and semileptoni observables will be estimated
using rotation matries with small angles.
4.1.1 Quark setor observables
The most onstraining observables in the quark setor are those related to meson os-
illations. In the SM, they are indued by one loop Cabibbo-suppressed box diagrams
foring them to be very small. The extreme experimental auray in osillation mea-
surements makes them an ideal plae to onstrain new avour physis.
In our ase, both the hirality preserving and hirality hanging four-fermion am-
plitudes mediate meson osillations at tree level. The mass splitting for a meson with
quark ontent P0 = q¯jqi, in the vauum insertion approximation, reads
∆mP =
2mPF
2
P
M2S
{1
3
Re
[
ALLijij +A
RR
ijij
]− [1
2
+
1
3
( mP
mqi +mqj
)2]
ReALRijij
}
, (27)
where mP and FP are the mass and deay onstant of the meson, respetively. Here
Aijkl are the dimensionless oeients parametrizing the 4f operators (with 1/M
2
S fa-
tored out).
Indiret CP violation in the Kaon system, whih has been measured with extreme
auray, is parametrized by
|ǫK | = mKF
2
K√
2∆mKM2S
∣∣∣∣{13Im[ALLdsds +ARRdsds]− [12 + 13( mKmd +ms
)2]
ImALRdsds
}∣∣∣∣ . (28)
Numerially, the experimental onstraints impose the following bounds:
• Kaon mass splitting
1
M2S
∣∣Re[ALLdsds +ARRdsds]− 17.1Re[ALRdsds]∣∣ . 3.3× 10−7 TeV−2, (29)
• B mass splitting
1
M2S
∣∣Re[ALLdbdb +ARRdbdb]− 3Re[ALRdbdb]∣∣ . 2× 10−6 TeV−2, (30)
• Bs mass splitting
1
M2S
∣∣Re[ALLsbsb +ARRsbsb]− 3Re[ALRsbsb]∣∣ . 6.6× 10−5 TeV−2, (31)
• D mass splitting
1
M2S
∣∣Re[ALLucuc +ARRucuc]− 3.9Re[ALRucuc]∣∣ . 3.3× 10−6 TeV−2, (32)
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• Kaon CP violation
1
M2S
∣∣Im[ALLdsds +ARRdsds]− 17.1 Im[ALRdsds]∣∣ . 2.6 × 10−9 TeV−2, (33)
It is lear that if the oeients of the 4 fermion operators are order one (times 1/M2S),
the Kaon system puts a onstraint MS & 10
3−4
TeV. Later in this setion we will use
spei values of our rotation matries to obtain more preise bounds.
4.1.2 (Semi) leptoni observables
We now turn to leptoni and semileptoni observables. Although some of them are
very well determined experimentally, they only allow us to obtain a rough estimate of
MS sine we do not properly address the issues of lepton avour in this paper. The
most onstraining observables are the oherent µ− e onversion in atoms, heavy lepton
deays and (semi)leptoni meson deays. Radiative lepton deays, suh as µ → eγ,
whih are very important modes for some models of new physis (e.g. supersymmetry),
are one loop transitions and, therefore, less restritive than the tree level ones.
The expression for the new ontribution to µ − e onversion is long and not very
illuminating. Sine we are only interested in an estimate, we onsider the ontribution
of the left handed elds only. In that ase, the muon onversion leads to the following
onstraint on the amplitude
1
M2S
∣∣ALLeµuu + 1.1ALLeµdd∣∣ ≤ 1.1× 10−6 TeV−2, (34)
whih imposes a bound on MS of roughly 10
2−3
TeV.
Next, onsider tau deays into three eletrons or three muons. The ontribution of
the string instantons to the deay width is
Γ(lj → lilil¯l) =
m5lj
384π3M4S
(
2
∣∣ALLlilj lili∣∣2 + 2∣∣ARRlilj lili∣∣2 + ∣∣ALRlilj lili∣∣2 + ∣∣ARLlilj lili∣∣2). (35)
Using the experimental bounds on τ → 3e and τ → 3µ, respetively, we obtain the
following onstraints on the string amplitudes
1
M4S
{∣∣ALLeτee∣∣2 + 0.78∣∣ARReτee∣∣2 + 0.39∣∣ALReτee∣∣2 + 0.5∣∣ARLeτee∣∣2} ≤ 2.3× 10−4 TeV−4, (36)
and
1
M4S
{∣∣ALLµτµµ∣∣2+0.78∣∣ARRµτµµ∣∣2+0.39∣∣ALRµτµµ∣∣2+0.5∣∣ARLµτµµ∣∣2} ≤ 1.2×10−4 TeV−4. (37)
These are inferior to the muon onversion onstraints.
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Flavour violating four fermion operators indue tree level orretions to leptoni
and semileptoni deays of pseudosalar mesons. The omplete expressions are again
long, ompliated funtions of the four-fermion oeients, and in order to estimate
the bounds we neglet the mixed LR ontributions. Of the multitude of rare meson
deays that have been measured, only the K0L deays to two muons or two muons plus
a pion are known with suient experimental preision to put strit bounds on new
physis eets. The resulting onstraints are
• K0L → µ+µ−
1
M2S
∣∣ALLµµds +ALLµµsd +ARRµµds +ARRµµsd∣∣ ≤ 1.8 × 10−4TeV−2, (38)
• K0L → π0µ+µ−
1
M4S
{
0.75
[∣∣ALLµµds −ALLµµsd∣∣2 + ∣∣ARRµµds −ARRµµsd∣∣2] (39)
−0.48Re
[(
ALLµµds −ALLµµsd
)(
ARRµµds −ARRµµsd
)∗]} ≤ 2.1× 10−8TeV−4.
Bounds of the order of 100 TeV are expeted from these observables.
4.2 Numerial values
The above experimental onstraints translate into bounds on the string sale one a
model of avour is hosen. The oeients Aijkl are then alulated in terms of the
amplitudes in the original avour basis and the rotation matries L,R. In the lepton
setor, the resulting bounds should be understood as rather naive estimates sine we
have not attempted to reprodue the observed lepton spetrum.
In any ase, the onsequent bounds are subleading. Regarding CP violation, we
inlude random order one phases in the loop orretions (reall that the tree level
phases an be rotated away). This makes the rotation matries omplex and results in
a nonzero Jarlskog invariant. Using Eqs.(14) and (17,19), we obtain the bounds on
the string sale shown in Table.1. The quark and leptoni observables are in the left
and right olumns, respetively. There are three features worth emphasizing. First, the
bounds are extremely tight. This stems from tree level order one avour violation with
order one oupling onstants. Seond, the bounds one would naively expet are indeed
realized whih means that no unexpeted anellations are present. Finally, although
(semi)leptoni observables are less restritive, they provide an independent hek suh
that it would be impossible to irumvent all of the above bounds.
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Quark Observables MS (TeV) (Semi)leptoni Observables MS (TeV)
∆mK 1400 µ− e onversion 1000
∆mB 800 τ → 3e 2
∆mBs 450 τ → 3µ 2
∆mD 1100 K
0
L → µ+µ− 260
|ǫK | 4× 104 K0L → π0µ+µ− 300
Table 1: Bounds on the string sale from avour violating observables.
4.3 Eletri dipole moment bounds
In general, the fourfermion interations indued by the string instantons violate CP
as well as avour onservation. CP violation in avour hanging proesses has been
onsidered above, but one also has onstraints from avour onserving observables suh
as the eletri dipole moments.
The typial hiralityipping 4quark interations ontributing to the atomi and
neutron EDMs (Fig.6) are of the form
∆L = Yijkl q¯iLqjRq¯kRqlL + h.c. (40)
Here Yijkl is an instanton oupling whih ontains a omplex phase (as do the Yukawa
ouplings) due to the presene of the antisymmetri bakground eld and Wilson lines
3
. This oupling is suppressed by (roughly) the areas of the quadrangles spanned by
the four verties in eah torus.
Let us rst reiterate how relevant hirality ipping operators are generated. Some
of the ouplings Yijkl redue to a produt of the orresponding Yukawa ouplings, i.e.
when the quadrangles are formed by joining two q¯LqRH triangles through the Higgs
vertex:
q¯iLq
j
RH + q¯
k
Rq
l
LH
∗ −→ q¯iLqjRq¯kRqlL . (41)
These reduible interations are of no interest to us sine they are real and avour
diagonal in the basis where the quark mass matrix is diagonal. On the other hand,
there exist irreduible ontributions not mediated by the Higgs vertex, whih are
neither avourdiagonal nor CP onserving in the physial basis. For example, some of
these an be obtained (shematially) by ombining the Yukawa interations with the
4quark hirality onserving operators q¯iLq
i+1
L q¯
k+1
L q
k
L of Fig.9,
q¯i+1L q
j
RH + q¯
j
Rq
k+1
L H
∗ + q¯iLq
i+1
L q¯
k+1
L q
k
L −→ q¯iLqjRq¯jRqkL . (42)
3
We note that this statement is not generi in string theory. Unlike in interseting brane models, only
the antisymmetri bakground eld indues physial CP phases in heteroti string models [32℄.
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Sine the avour struture of q¯iLq
i+1
L q¯
k+1
L q
k
L is independent of that of the Yukawa ma-
tries, the resulting interation is not diagonal in the physial basis. To get a feeling
for the strength of these interations, it is instrutive to onsider a 2D ase, i.e. when
the ouplings are given by the exponential of the relevant area. Then
Yijjk ∼ Ykj/Yij . (43)
This means that Yijkl are not neessarily suppressed by a produt of the quark masses
and an lead to signiant onstraints on the string sale.
Let us onsider the downtype quark setor. The mass eigenstate basis is given by
diL = L
ij(dL)
j
mass , (44)
and similarly for the righthanded quarks. In what follows, we will drop the subsript
mass. The atomi/neutron EDM measurements onstrain most severely operators of
the type d¯LdRs¯RsL, d¯LdRb¯RbL, et. Thus we are interested in
∆L =
∑
i,j,k,l
YijklLi1∗Rj1Rk2∗Ll2
 d¯LdRs¯RsL + h.c.
= ImCsd (d¯iγ5d s¯s− s¯iγ5s d¯d) + (CP− conserving piece) (45)
and analogous terms with s→b, et. These CP violating operators ontribute to the
EDM of the merury atom and the neutron [33℄. The matrix element of the seond
operator in the parentheses over a nuleon is onsistent with zero, while that of the
rst operator is known from low energy QCD theorems [34℄. Aording to the reent
analysis [35℄, the dHg bound requires
ImCsd < 3× 10−11 GeV−2 . (46)
The bound on ImCbd is about an order of magnitude weaker, while the onstraint from
dn is less restritive.
One an get a rough idea of how restritive (46) is by onsidering a simple situation
in whih the rotation matries L,R are similar to the CKM matrix. Then, an order of
magnitude estimate gives
Csd ∼ 1
2
Y1112 sin θC , (47)
where Y1112 generally ontains an order one phase and an be estimated using (43). In
pratie, when realisti L,R are used and many terms in Csd are summed, anellations
suppress ImCsd by about an order of magnitude and the resulting bound is
MS
>∼ 10 TeV . (48)
Although this bound is inferior to the FCNC bounds, it is still important as it implies
that some netuning is required to obtain a TeV- or 100 GeV-mass Higgs boson in
nonsupersymmetri models (reall that what matters is the square of the mass).
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5 Supernovae and other onstraints
In the previous setions we derived strong onstraints on the string sale from avour
hanging proesses and eletri dipole moments. We have utilized a salient feature
of the interseting brane models that there are 4 fermion avor hanging operators
suppressed by M2S .
In this setion, we will employ another rather generi feature of this lass of models,
namely, the presene of additional U(1) gauge bosons and light Dira neutrinos. These
additional U(1) symmetries are needed to protet a proton from deaying in models
with a low string sale. Further, the interseting brane onstrutions naturally lead to
Dira neutrinos sine the neutrinos are loalized at brane intersetions and therefore are
U(1) harged. The smallness of the neutrino masses is then explained by an exponential
suppression of the relevant Yukawa ouplings and a (relatively) large area of the triangle
spanned by the Higgs, left lepton, and right neutrino verties.
We will now use these generi features in order to obtain additional onstraints on
the string sale from nonFCNC experiments. We note that a bound on MS of order 1
TeV from the eletroweak ρparameter has previously been obtained in Ref. [36℄. Below
we will onsider additional phenomenologial onstraints based on the presene of extra
U(1) gauge bosons and Dira neutrinos.
5.1 Supernova ooling
The rst and potentially strongest onstraint omes from the emission of the right
handed neutrinos during supernova ollapse, whih aets the rate of supernova ooling
[37℄. This plaes a onstraint on the 4 fermion axial vetor interation of the form
LR = 4π
Λ2
q¯γµγ5q ν¯Rγ
µνR . (49)
For 1 type of light Dira neutrinos, the bound is [38℄
Λ
>∼ 200 TeV , (50)
where we have averaged over degenerate and non-degenerate nuleons. For 3 types
of Dira neutrinos the bound strengthens by a fator of 31/4. A onstraint on an
analogous vetor interation is weaker (∼ 90 TeV) sine it leads to a oupling to the
nuleon number (rather than the spin) density whih does not utuate as muh.
The interation of the type (49) appears in interseting brane models. Indeed, sine
the neutrinos are loalized at the intersetions of two branes, they are harged under
two U(1)'s. The orresponding gauge bosons then mediate the ontat quarkneutrino
interation. The strength of this interation depends on two fators: the gauge boson
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masses and their ouplings to fermions. These depend on the speis of the model,
yet the resulting lower bound on the string sale an be estimated quite well.
Let us onsider the setup of Ref. [21℄. In this ase the so alled right brane onnets
the right handed neutrinos and the right handed quarks. The orresponding right
gauge boson mediates the interation (49) at the tree level. Atually, to be exat, this
gauge boson is not a mass eigenstate. The neutral gauge bosons of the model mix due
to the GreenShwarz mehanism. In partiular, the neutral gauge boson mass matrix
is given by
M2ij = gigjM
2
S
3∑
a=1
ciac
j
a , (51)
where gi is the gauge oupling of U(1)i, MS is the string sale, and c
i
a ouples the U(1)i
eld strength to the RR two form eld Ba (a=1,2,3) as c
i
aBa ∧ TrF i and is xed by
the brane wrapping numbers. The gauge boson mass spetrum in interseting brane
models has been studied in Ref. [36℄. It was found that the lightest mass eigenstate is
lighter than the string sale (up to an order of magnitude), while the heaviest eigenstate
is heavier than the string sale (up to two orders of magnitude). It was also found that
the light states typially ontain a signiant omponent of the right or leptoni
gauge bosons.
Further, to ompute the ontat interation, one needs to know the ouplings of the
U(1) bosons to fermions. For the model of Ref. [21℄, the anomalyfree hyperharge is
written as
q
Y
=
1
6
qa − 1
2
qc +
1
2
qd , (52)
where qa is the harge assoiated with the U(3) olor stak of branes, qc  with the
right brane, and qd  with the leptoni brane. In general, if the harges are related by
the transformation
q′i =
∑
α
Uiαqα , (53)
the orresponding gauge ouplings are related by
1
g′2i
=
∑
α
U2iα
g2α
. (54)
Then, the gauge ouplings gc (right) and gd (leptoni) are found via the relations
1
g2Y
=
1
36g2a
+
1
4g2c
+
1
4g2d
g2a =
g2QCD
6
. (55)
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Figure 10: Tree level emission of righthanded neutrinos.
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This means that gc and gd annot be too small, and if one of them approahes its lower
bound, the other one has to be rather large. Numerially, we have
1
g2c
+
1
g2d
∼ 40 , (56)
whih implies that gc and gd are bounded from below by about 0.15.
Now we are ready to estimate the supernova bound on the string sale. Consider an
exhange of a predominantly U(1)c gauge boson between dR and νR (Fig.10). Negleting
the external momenta, the eetive interation is
LR = g
2
c
2M2c
d¯γµγ5d ν¯Rγ
µνR + vector piece . (57)
To get a onservative bound, set gc to its minimal value (∼0.15). Then we have Mc ≥ 5
TeV. As the gauge bosons with a large U(1)c ontent are typially lighter than the
string sale, this translates into a tighter bound on the string sale. On the other hand,
the oupling of the light mass eigenstate to the quarks may be smaller than gc if there
is a signiant U(1)d omponent. Assuming that these two eets roughly ompensate
eah other, we get
MS
>∼ 5 TeV . (58)
In more realisti ases when gc is larger than its minimal allowed value, the bound on
the string sale lies in the range of tens of TeV (e.g. for gc ∼ gY , MS > 10 TeV).
It is interesting to ompare this leading tree level eet to the loopindued quark
right neutrino oupling. It is generated by the mixing between the Z boson and the
leptoni U(1)d gauge boson L via the diagram of Fig.11. This eet is also important
beause when the oupling gc is suppressed, gd is enhaned and the 1loop ontribution
beomes onsiderable.
The origin of the ZL mixing lies in the nonorthogonality of the Z and the leptoni
harges, whih is an example of the kineti mixing between U(1)'s [39℄ (see also reent
work [40℄). The indued interation for the dquarks is of the form
LR = g
A
Zgd
M2ZM
2
L
Π˜ZL(q
2 = 0) d¯γµγ5d ν¯Rγ
µνR + vector piece . (59)
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Figure 11: One loop emission of righthanded neutrinos.
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Here gAZ is the dquark axial Z oupling and Π˜ZL(q
2 = 0) is the renormalized ZL
vauum polarization at zero momentum transfer (again, L should be understood as a
predominantly U(1)d gauge boson). We note that there is no similar mixing with the
photon at zero momentum transfer by gauge invariane.
To nd Π˜ZL we use the onshell renormalization sheme for models with multiple
U(1)'s of Ref. [41℄. The renormalization onditions are imposed on the inverse gauge
boson propagator in the Feynman gauge
D−1µν (q
2) = igµν
(
q2 −M2Z + Π˜ZZ(q2) Π˜ZL(q2)
Π˜ZL(q
2) q2 −M2L + Π˜LL(q2)
)
= igµν
(
D−1ZZ D
−1
ZL
D−1ZL D
−1
LL
)
, (60)
where we have omitted the qµqν part of the vauum polarization whih would lead to
the amplitude suppressed by the fermion masses. The six onshell onditions read
D−1ZZ
∣∣∣
q2=M2Z
= D−1ZL
∣∣∣
q2=M2Z
= 0 ,
∂D−1ZZ
∂q2
∣∣∣∣∣
q2=M2Z
= 1 ,
D−1LL
∣∣∣
q2=M2L
= D−1ZL
∣∣∣
q2=M2L
= 0 ,
∂D−1LL
∂q2
∣∣∣∣∣
q2=M2L
= 1 . (61)
They an be satised by hoosing 3 appropriate wave funtion and 3 mass ountert-
erms. The onditions for the odiagonal propagator deouple form the others:
Π˜ZL(M
2
Z) = Π˜ZL(M
2
L) = 0 , (62)
Π˜ZL(q
2) = q2ΠZL(q
2) + ZZLq
2 + δM2ZL = finite , (63)
where ZZL is the mixed wave funtion and δM
2
ZL is the mixed mass ounterterms
(whih do not enter into the diagonal onditions). As we are interested in Π˜ZL(0), we
only need to ompute δM2ZL.
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The quantity ΠZL(q
2) is given by the bubble diagram with the Z and L external
legs. It is atually idential to the one in QED (apart from the gauge ouplings) due
to the vetorial nature of the L boson. For one fermion in the loop and negleting the
lepton masses, we have
ΠZL(q
2) =
gVZ gd
6π2
[
1
ǫ
+ c− 1
2
ln
(−q2
µ2
)]
, (64)
where gVZ is the vetor Z oupling, 1/ǫ+ c is the UV part of the diagram, and µ is the
renormalization sale. Solving (62) for δM2ZL and summing over all leptons, we get
δM2ZL =
(∑
ℓ
(gVZ )ℓ
)
gd
1
12π2
M2ZM
2
L
M2L −M2Z
ln
M2Z
M2L
. (65)
Then the resulting quarkneutrino interation an be written as
LR ≃ g
2g2d tan
2 θW
16π2M2L
ln
M2Z
M2L
d¯γµγ5d ν¯Rγ
µνR + vector piece . (66)
For gd ∼ 0.2 this plaes a bound on ML of about 1 TeV, whih aording to the above
arguments we an translate into
MS
>∼ 1 TeV . (67)
This result an be expeted on general grounds sine this bound is roughly a loop fator
down ompared to the tree level one.
Our onlusion here is that the supernova ooling onstraint plaes a bound on the
string sale of about 5 TeV at the tree level. If for some (speial) reason the leading
eet is suppressed, the loop indued amplitude onstrains MS to be above 1 TeV.
5.2 LEP onstraints on ontat interations
The OPAL measurements of the angular distributions of the e+e− → ℓ+ℓ− proesses [42℄
onstrain the nonSM ontat interations of the type
LR = 4π
Λ2
e¯γµe ℓ¯γ
µℓ , (68)
with
Λ > 9.3 TeV (69)
at 95% CL. Other types of ontat interations, i.e. axial, hirality spei, et., are
onstrained slightly weaker. An exhange of the L gauge boson produes the vetor
vetor ontat interation above with 4π/Λ2 = g2d/M
2
L, whih for gd ∼ 0.2 translates
into
MS
>∼ 0.5 TeV . (70)
In most of the parameter spae (gd > g
min
d ), the bound is in the 1 TeV range. This is
omparable to the 1σ bound from the ρ parameter obtained in Ref. [36℄.
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5.3 ρ parameter.
This onstraint has been studied in Ref. [36℄. The basi idea here is that the physial
Z boson has an admixture of heavy U(1) gauge bosons with Stükelberg masses. On
the other hand, the W boson does not get a similar ontribution. This modies the
Standard Model relation between the Z and W masses, i.e. aets the ρparameter
ρ =
M2W
M2Z cos
2 θW
. (71)
This leads to a (1σ) bound on the string sale in the range of 1 TeV,
MS
>∼ 1 TeV . (72)
There are further onstraints similar in strength whih rely on the presene of extra
U(1) gauge bosons (see Ref. [43℄ for a omprehensive disussion).
6 Conlusions
In this work, we have studied the (related) issues of avour and onstraints on the string
sale in interseting brane models. Flavour is known to be a problemati point in these
onstrutions. In partiular, the Yukawa fatorization property implies that the rst
two fermion families are massless and there is no quark mixing. In this paper, we pointed
out that this is only true at tree level. The everpresent higher dimensional operators
generated by string instantons ontribute to the Yukawa ouplings through one loop
threshold orretions. As a result, the Yukawa fatorizability is lost and realisti avour
strutures are possible even in the simplest (non-supersymmetri) models. The lightness
of the rst two generations is then explained by the loop suppression. We note that
this mehanism also xes the relevant ompatiation radii to be around the string
length.
Further, we addressed the issue of whether the string sale in interseting brane
models an be in the TeV range, as required in nonsupersymmetri models. To answer
this question, we employ generi features of this lass of models suh as the mehanism
of fermion family repliation, the presene of extra gauge bosons and Dira neutrinos,
et. to obtain phenomenologial onstraints on the string sale. We found that the
strongest bounds are due to the avour hanging neutral urrents whih appear at tree
level. To suppress them suiently, the string sale has to be higher than 104 TeV.
This bound has been derived using the avour struture alluded to above, in whih
ase the dominant FCNC ontributions are indued by string instantons. In priniple,
if some ompatiation radii were relatively large, the dominant ontribution would
be provided by the gauge KK mode exhange and the bound on the string sale would
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relax to O(100) TeV [19℄. However, it would be diult (if possible at all) to obtain a
realisti avour pattern in this ase.
Bounds on the string sale from other experiments are weaker. Nonobservation of
the EDMs onstrains CPviolating avouronserving operators, resulting in the bound
MS > 10 TeV (this bound is also sensitive to the model of avour). Emission of right
handed neutrinos during supernova SN1987A ollapse plaes a bound MS > 5 − 10
TeV independently of the avour model. Collider and ρparameter bounds are inferior,
MS > 1 TeV.
The above bounds are suiently strong to rule out a 1 TeV string sale. This
allows us to onlude that nonsupersymmetri interseting brane models fae a severe
netuning problem and supersymmetry is needed to address the hierarhy problem.
We note that supersymmetry is also favoured by stability onsiderations.
It is not lear at the moment whether fully realisti avour strutures an arise
in supersymmetri ongurations. First of all, the intersetion angles are more on-
strained. Also, due to the SUSY nonrenormalization theorem, the threshold orre-
tions to the Yukawa ouplings from 4 point operators would behave as m2SUSY/M
2
S after
SUSY breaking, whih is too small to generate the light quark masses. Nevertheless,
we point out that there is another soure of avour strutures in SUSY models. The
avour pattern of the Aterms is dierent from that of the Yukawa matries and the
orresponding SUSY vertex orretions an generate nonzero masses for the light gen-
erations. Whether or not this mehanism produes a fully realisti spetrum remains
to be seen.
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Appendies
A: The lassial ontribution to the amplitude
The equations of motion, asymptoti behaviour at intersetions and monodromy ondi-
tions are suient to determine the lassial instanton Xcl and its orresponding ation.
The ation is expressed in terms of the hypergeometri funtions
F1 = e
−iπ(ϑ2+ϑ3)x−1+ϑ1+ϑ22 B(ϑ1, ϑ2)2F1(ϑ1, 1− ϑ3, ϑ1 + ϑ2;x),
F2 = e
−iπ(−1+ϑ3)(1− x2)−1+ϑ2+ϑ3B(ϑ2, ϑ3)2F1(ϑ3, 1− ϑ1, ϑ2 + ϑ3; 1− x). (73)
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We also dene
α = −sin(π(ϑ1 + ϑ2))
sin(πϑ1)
,
β = −sin(π(ϑ2 + ϑ3))
sin(πϑ3)
,
γ =
Γ(1− ϑ2)Γ(1− ϑ4)
Γ(ϑ1)Γ(ϑ3)
,
γ′ =
Γ(ϑ2)Γ(ϑ4)
Γ(1− ϑ1)Γ(1− ϑ3) , (74)
and
τ(x) =
∣∣∣∣F2F1
∣∣∣∣ . (75)
The ontribution to the ation from a single sub-torus is found to be
ST2cl (τ, v21, v32) =
sin(πϑ2)
4πα′
(
((v21τ − v32)2 + γγ′(v21(β + τ) + v32(1 + ατ))2)
(β + 2τ + ατ2)
)
, (76)
where v21 and v32 are the lengths of sides 12 and 23 in that partiular subtorus. The
omplete expression for the lassial ation is just the sum of these ontributions, one
from eah torus subfator. Hene
Scl =
3∑
m=1
S
Tm
2
cl (τ
m, vm21, v
m
32). (77)
The nal amplitude (see below) involves an integration over x of the nal expression
whih inludes the fator exp(−Scl(x)), and so is dominated by saddle point ontribu-
tions given by (if the polygon is onvex in all subtori)
∂Scl
∂x
= 0. (78)
If the angles (and hene τm) are the same in every torus, we may easily get the saddle
point using the ondition
∂Scl
∂τ
= 0 (79)
instead, whih has a simple funtional form. In the ase that the ratios of sides vm12/v
m
23
are degenerate as well, the ation redues to the sum of the projeted areas as in the 3
point ase if the polygon is onvex. However, this is a very speial situation, and when
it is not the ase we nd a soure for new avour struture.
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B: The omplete amplitude and s- and t-hannel
Higgs exhange
The above expressions together with the quantum piee may be used to determine any
4 point amplitude. Here, for the generation of a one-loop threshold ontribution to the
Yukawas, we will present the interations that mimi Higgs exhange, with two left-
handed and two right-handed fermions. First, we ollet the quantum ontributions to
the amplitude. These are
ghosts× 〈e−φ/2(0)e−φ/2(x)e−φ/2(1)e−φ/2(x∞)〉 = x
1
2
∞x
− 1
4 (1− x)− 14 ,
〈e−ip1.Xe−ip2.Xe−ip3.Xe−ip4.X〉 = x2α′p1.p2(1− x)2α′p2.p3 ,
〈eiq1.Heiq2.Heiq3.Heiq4.H〉cmp =
3∏
m
x
ϑm
4
(1−ϑm
4
)− 1
4
∞ x
ϑm
1
ϑm
2
− 1
2
(ϑm
1
+ϑm
2
)+ 1
4
× (1− x)ϑm2 ϑm3 − 12 (ϑm2 +ϑm3 )+ 14 , (80)
where the last piee is for the three ompatied tori fators only. The nal piee
omes from the unompatied part of the fermions and is hirality dependent. We are
interested in the operator (q
(3)
L q
(2)
R )(e
(1)
R e
(4)
L ) for whih the unompatied part of the
fermions have harges (denoted q˜i)
q˜1 = −q˜4 = ±(1
2
,
1
2
),
q˜2 = −q˜3 = ±(1
2
,−1
2
). (81)
Identifying the two ± possibilities with the Weyl spinor indies α of the fermions uα,
we see that in u
(3)
α˙ u
(2)
β˙
u
(1)
γ u
(4)
δ we have opposite α˙β˙ and γδ indies whih (writing as
εα˙β˙εγδ) just ontrat the qLqR and eLeR fermions. We then nd
〈e−iq1.He−iq2.He−iq3.He−iq4.H〉non−cmp = xq˜4.(q˜1+q˜2+q˜3)∞ xq˜1.q˜2(1− x)q˜2.q˜3 (82)
= x
− 1
2
∞ x
q˜1.q˜2(1− x)q˜2.q˜3 = x−
1
2
∞ (1− x)− 12 .
The additional half-integer power in the t-hannel is required when we extrat the Higgs
pole in the x→ 1 limit.
Upon adding in the ontribution from the bosoni twist elds as in Refs. [22℄- [24℄,
we nd that dependene on ϑmi anels between the bosoni twist elds and the spin-
twist elds. The nal expression for the amplitude is (in four omponent notation)
A(1, 2, 3, 4) = −gsα′
∫ 1
0 dx x
−1−α′s(1− x)−1−α′t (1−x)−
1
2∏
3
m |J
m|1/2
× [(u(3)u(2))(u(1)u(4))]∑ e−Scl(x) . (83)
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These amplitudes lead to the expeted s− and t− hannel Higgs exhanges. The Higgs
eld appears at the SU(2)-U(1) brane intersetion and so this proess is the equivalent
of the t-hannel Higgs exhange in the eld theory limit. The exhange appears as a
double instanton as shown in gure 4 with the Higgs state appearing as a pole. The
s-hannel exhange orresponds to the opposite ordering of verties (so x → 1 − x).
Sine the instanton suppression goes as e−Area/2πα
′
we expet to nd the produt of
two Yukawa ouplings. The amplitude should go as
YuYe
t−M2h
or the s hannel equivalent. We an verify this behaviour as follows.
It is easy to show that when the diagram has an intersetion as in Fig.5, the ation
is monotonially dereasing and we may approximate the integral by taking the limit
x→ 1. Assuming that 1− ϑ2 − ϑ3 > 0, the relevant limits are
Limx→1(τ) = −β ,
Limx→1(J) = (1− x)(−1+ϑ2+ϑ3) 1
γ
η(ϑ2, ϑ3)η(1 − ϑ1, 1− ϑ4) , (84)
where
η(ϑi, ϑj) =
(
Γ(ϑi)Γ(ϑj)Γ(1− ϑi − ϑj)
Γ(1− ϑi)Γ(1− ϑj)Γ(ϑi + ϑj)
)1
2
. (85)
The normalization of the amplitudes and Yukawas an be obtained in this limit as in
Ref. [22℄. We take the limit where the 4 point funtion with no intersetion turns into
the 3 point funtion. The normalization fator for the general 4 point funtion is
2π
3∏
m=1
√
4π
γm
η(1− ϑm2 , 1− ϑm3 )
η(ϑm1 , ϑ
m
4 )
(86)
and the Yukawas take the form found in Ref. [22℄,
Y23(Am) = 16π
5
2
3∏
m
η(1− ϑm2 , 1 − ϑm3 )
∑
m
e−Am/2πα
′
, (87)
where Am is the projeted area of the triangles in the m'th 2-torus. One we add
the intersetion, the interior ϑ1, ϑ4 angles beome exterior and should be replaed by
1−ϑ1, 1−ϑ4, respetively. The onstraint on the interior angles is now ϑ1+ϑ4 = ϑ2+ϑ3
beause of the intersetion. Looking at Limx→1(J) we see that this an be taken into
aount by adding an extra
√
η(1 − ϑ1, 1− ϑ4)/η(ϑ1, ϑ4) = η(1− ϑ1, 1− ϑ4) fator to
the 4 point amplitude. We then nd
S4 = α
′ Y23(0)Y14(0) e
−Scl(1)
∫ 1
0
dx (1− x)−α′t−
∑
1
2
(ϑm
2
+ϑm
3
). (88)
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The ontribution to the lassial ation from eah sub-torus beomes
Scl(1) =
1
2πα′
(
sinπϑ1 sinπϑ4
sin(πϑ1 + πϑ4)
v214
2
+
sinπϑ2 sinπϑ3
sin(πϑ2 + πϑ3)
v223
2
)
. (89)
We see that the result is just the sum of the area/2πα′ of the two triangles. Finally,
the pole term now arises from the x integral,
α′
∫ 1
0
dx (1− x)−α′t−
∑
1
2
(ϑm
2
+ϑm
3
) =
1
t−M2h
, (90)
where (realling that 0 < ϑm2 + ϑ
m
3 < 1) we reognize the mass of a salar Higgs state
in the spetrum at the intersetion,
α′M2h = 1−
1
2
∑
m
(ϑm2 + ϑ
m
3 ). (91)
The opposite ordering of operators leads to the s- hannel exhange in the x→ 0 limit.
The above disussion was arried out for interseting D6-branes, but it is straightfor-
ward to translate it to other set-ups.
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